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Part 1 How to promote administrative
transparency

Reporter: AAC (Agency Against Corruption)
Deputy Director Yang Shijin

1.1 The importance of administrative transparency
1.1.1

No Accountability without transparency
Public servants’ authority is entrusted by people; hence they
have an obligation to be fully responsible for reporting on and
responding to people their use of enforcement powers. That is the
so-called democratic accountability mechanism.
Currently, administrative accountability featured very largely
in public servants’ accountability. For our public servants working
in the bureaucratic system, their primary responsibility is to explain,
report on and describe to their Executives their behavior and actions.
If they are negligent in their business, their Executives punish in
accordance with existing administrative or judicial disciplinary
systems. Correspondingly, when political appointees or
representatives of the people bear political accountability, they
complete a series of accountability chains and constitute a
framework for democratic accountability. However, we fear that this
typical democratic accountability operating in today's society
cannot meet the requirements of a modern government. 1
In addition to the indirect supervision of representatives and
supervisory authority, how can people supervise the government
and ask for accountability with access to sufficient government
information; thus increasing their trust in each government policy?
Laws and initiatives related to Transparency of government
information provide a possible answer to the question.
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1.1.2 Important indicators of international organizations necessary to
assess good governance and competitiveness of each country
According to TI (Transparency International), aspects when
assessing good governance include: 1. Accountability, 2.
Effectiveness, 3. Efficiency, 4. Integrity, 5. Legitimacy, 6.
Responsiveness and 7. Transparency. Besides, Public Governance
and Management from OECD (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development), DPADM( UN Program in the
Division for Public Administration and Development Management),
and Good Governance factors from APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation) all consider “Transparency" as one of the objective
indicators. 2
In addition, great emphasis has been put on the aspect of
transparency and corruption control when assessing national
competitiveness. For instance, IMD (International Management
Development Research Center), the World Economic Forum, and
Economist Intelligence Unit have all set up relevant measures and
indicators to examine transparency of national policy and used such
indicators to evaluate the competitiveness of a country's
development.

1.2 Scope of Administrative Transparency
1.2.1 To Learn about what’s behind the idea of administrative
transparency from our relevant legislative example.
For our construction of transparency legal affairs, the relevant
legislation is being completed in stages, and its scope is as follows:
3
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1.2.1.1 Transparency of Information about Government’s
Decision-making, such as the Government Procurement
Act, The Freedom of Government Information Law, and
Archives Act, etc.
1.2.1.2 Transparency for Interest Groups’ activities, such as the
Lobbying Act, the Act on Recusal of Public Servants
Due to Conflicts of Interest, etc.
1.2.1.3 Transparency for Legislative and Administrative
Decisions, such as the Administrative Act, the
Administrative Procedure Act, the Taiwanese Code of
Administrative Procedure, etc.
1.2.1.4 Transparency for Political Donations, such as the
Political Donations Act, etc.
1.2.1.5 Transparency for Public Servants Finance, such as the
Act on Property-Declaration by Public Servants, etc.
The scope of the above-mentioned laws and regulations
includes the transparency of policy and administrative
decision-making process, the results of implementation, and
factors affecting the decision-making.
1.2.2 The Meaning of Administrative Transparency from the
Perspective of Public Governance Indicators
Su Caizhu, a Transparency International Chinese Taipei
Member of Board of Director and an NTU Political Science
Professor, summarized in her work, "Analytical Framework
and Assessment of Government Transparency" viewpoints
from different scholars and different organizations to construct
a "transparency aspect" of indicator system for assessing public
governance. The scope of government transparency indicators

3

are classified into three items as follows: 4
1.2.2.1 Financial Transparency: This item requires the
Government to disclose budgets, final accounts, and
others including types of financial reports and processes
of making budgets and final accounts. Great emphasis is
put on certain guidelines, which refer to ‘Open Budget
Processes’, ‘Assurances of Integrity’, and ‘Integrity,
Control and Accountability’, provided by IMF’s
(International Monetary Foundation) The Code of Good
Practices on Fiscal Transparency and OECD’s Best
Practices for Budget Transparency.
1.2.2.2 Political Transparency: This item refers to transparency
in political and decision-making activities, including
political donation, lobbying behavior, property
declaration by public servants, and even political
parties’ accounting system, etc. USAID (the US
Agency for International Development,) and
Transparency International both advocate financial
transparency for the operation of the political activities.
1.2.2.3 Information Transparency: This item requires
Government agencies to provide people with Processes
to Facilitate Access, which includes regulations, such as
The Freedom of Government Information Law, etc.
Among them, particularly, legislative principles of
“Freedom of Information” promoted by the Article 19
includes: government agencies shall provide people with
Processes to Facilitate Access; the disclosure of
information shall not cost people too much; for any
denied cases, the government agency shall provide a
4

Su, Caizhu, 2009. "Analytical Framework and Assessment of Government
Transparency", RDEC, published in December 2009.
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means of relief for independent review.
In the recent development for "information transparency",
industry practices are paying attention to transparency of
service flow and service performance, regarding such openness
to significantly enhance government efficiency.
“Performance transparency” refers to the disclosure of
government policy performance in order to create enough
pressure, so that the Government would commit to
performance improvement. In addition to performance report,
and performance assessment, performance transparency also
needs to have comparability, accessibility, and independence to
improve intelligibility and accuracy of Performance
Transparency.
As for “procedural transparency”, it refers to transparency
and openness of government decision-making and
implementation process, so as to enhance the public
predictability of government policy.
Also, through
transparency of the process, the chances of corruption can be
reduced. Specifically, procedural transparency can be further
divided into decision-making procedural transparency and
policy implementation transparency. 5
The former includes the openness of government
agencies’ targets and policy frameworks and the openness of
important decision-making meetings’ meeting minutes. The
latter includes regulations on issuing license, certificate,
registration, and other administrative formalities by
administrative agencies.

1.3 Initiative of Transparency International

In recent years, TI anti-corruption efforts contained access to
information implementation in 2003, and they further promote

5
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barrier-free information environment, in hope that the public and
private sector can be examined by stakeholders in the process of
governance and accountability. The TI chairman, Peter Eigen,
pointed out that promoting transparency through access to
information is not just a necessary method to restore public
confidence of public and private agencies, but also an important
measure to combat corruption. 6
TI’s global anti-corruption measures and bills, such as FOIA,
financial information disclosure, and e-government, are making
efforts to build up just and transparent governance.

1.4 Efforts of Transparency International Chinese Taipei - the
RDEC
(Research,
Development
and
Evaluation
Commission) Public Governance Indicators

As the Transparency International branch in Taiwan,
Transparency International Chinese Taipei, their main task and one
of their anti-corruption strategies is to establish incorruptible
indicators, and to continuously monitor corrupt activity. In
addition to regularly publishing Transparency International
Corruption Perceptions Index, Overseas Bribery Index and Global
Corruption Index, Professor Su Caizhu, and a group of
Transparency International Chinese Taipei Member of Board of
Directors, Member of Board of Supervisors, and consultants all
took part in RDEC’s TPGRC (Taiwan Public Governance Research
Center), proceeding with the establishment of the Public
Governance Indicators in 2008.
"Taiwan Public Governance Indicators” aims to understand the
effectiveness of public governance through a third party assessment,
build up panel data through annual survey and tracking, and
therefore assists the government to clarify the priority of policy
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governance, meet international public governance standards, and
gain a worldwide recognition on the effectiveness of Taiwan Public
Governance in the long run.
"Taiwan Public Governance Indicators" contains seven aspects,
including "Degree of Legalization", "Government Efficiency",
"Government's Response", "Transparency", "Prevention of
Corruption", " Degree of Accountability", and "Public Participation".
The framework of the indicators mainly stem from public
governance principles advocated by a 2007 APEC (Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation) policy report, "Public Governance and
Management" brought up by OECD (Organization of Economic
Cooperation and Development), and WGI (Worldwide Governance
Indicators) announced by public sector governance organization of
the World Bank.
The above-mentioned "Transparency" aspects, together with
expert assessment (soft indicators) and objective indicators (hard
indicators), are outlined as follows:
1.4.1
Fiscal Transparency: Based on three orientations and 67
indicators of "Best Practices for Budget Transparency"
announced by OECD (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development), excluding the small number
of items involving subjective judgments, 60 Fiscal
Transparency indicators of Taiwan’s Central Government
can be classified into four categories, including "Budget",
"Mid-year Report", "Final Account", and "Other Reports".
1.4.2

Political Transparency: The main source of its 11 indicator
comes from annual statistics and monitoring report
published by the Control Yuan, and it includes four main
items: Control Yuan’s state of handling property declaration
by public servants, Control Yuan’s query results of property
declaration, Control Yuan’s state of announcing political
donations for candidates affairs, as well as Control Yuan’s
7

number of cases dealing with public servants who don’t
avoid conflicts of interest.
1.4.3

Information Transparency: Government information shall
take the initiative to disclose information listed in the 1st
paragraph of the 7th Article in The Freedom of Government
Information Law on the government official website to the
public. What completes the 38 indicators also includes
performance evaluation, as well as time, cost and relief
program requested by people to apply for government
information as part of the criteria for evaluating performance
of government’s statutory obligation in disclosure of certain
information.

"Taiwan Public Governance Indicators" have been put into
effect and the results of survey between 2008 and 2010 have been
published. Whether the results make reliable references depend on
to what extent the result is identical to people’s degree of
satisfactory toward government’s anti-corruption effort.

1.5 Foreign Administrative Transparency Promotion Case Study
1.5.1

The foundation of Nordic countries’ clean politics

The laudatory Clean politics in Nordic countries, such
as Finland (CPI No. 2 in 2011, CPI No.4 in 2010), Denmark
(CPI ranking tied 2 with Finland in 2011, CPI No.1 in 2010),
and Sweden (CPI No. 4 in 2011, 2010) gains worldwide
recognition, and anti-corporation agencies of the three
countries unanimously pointed out that transparency of
government is the greatest weapon to combat corruption.
The Swedish parliamentary ombudsman annually paid
special attention to the increase or decrease in the number of
cases of violating information disclosure; for instance, they
disagree with or delay the transparency of government
documents that are supposed to be made public. This is
8

because the degree of government information transparency
will have an impact on incorruptible maintenance. In fact,
the transparency of government documents has always been
the tradition of the Nordic countries7, even Finland provides
regulating system of information disclosure in constitutional
provisions. 8
1.5.2 Transparency Measures in Seoul, Korea
For anti-corruption movement promotion in South
Korea, the Seoul Metropolitan Government completed an
online license application system in April 1999.
Particularly, the business scope includes affairs of 26
departments with bad reputations. After the application,
applicants can monitor the detailed application procedure
handled by public servants. All citizens can query the state
of affairs to eliminate questions and worries of the citizens
for the Metropolitan Government. Ever since the
implementation the system had obtained great general
acclaim; it didn’t only contribute to administrative efficiency,
but achieve the goal of anti-corruption, making the system
worthy of reference by the relevant agencies in Taiwan. 9
7
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Current Anti-corruption Systems and Its Development, p. 13&25, September 23,
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documents and recordings." This article shall mean that transparency is the general
provision, and restrictions on transparency are considered an exception in
accordance with laws and regulations. Supra details in the previous note.
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Ministry of Justice Government Ethics Division, "How to strengthen the audit and
reduce the possibility of bribery of public officials" project report Page 10, February
2003. For more details please refer to Cai Changde, 2006, "Strategy Research for
Kaohsiung Administrative Transparency and Clean Politics ",p.79-82,p.112-114,
June 2006. Also, please refer to the data of 2005 South Korea Seoul Business
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After the Seoul Metropolitan Government’s OPEN
(online Procedures Enhancement for Civil Applications) was
put into effect for 13 months, it aroused enthusiastic
response from the public that the average visits is up to 2500
people per day. With over ten million people in Seoul, the
number of people who ever used the system is more than 2
million. 10 The system has been functioning well in three
aspects. First, it has enhanced transparency, so one can
receive real-time information necessary to facilitate public
supervision on an approval process, schedule and other
details of applications. Therefore, this doesn’t only put an
end to public servants’ abusive usage of power, but also
ensure objectivity and impartiality in business. Secondly,
it has answered citizen’s questions about Civil Affairs,
including reasons rejecting the applicants and regulations
that the reasons refer to. The third function is that the
system has dispelled the public's long-lasting distrust of
government civil servants and has reshaped the image of the
government. 11
According to an online survey of Seoul City in April
2004, among 606 OPEN system users there were 69% (417
people) of them were satisfied with the system. Moreover,
64% (388 people) of them pointed out that the OPEN
system indeed played an vital role in ensuring the
transparency and in preventing corruption in municipal
agency Beijing Office. According to the data showing the improvement of
municipal transparency, the system operates in 10 different fields of profession,
offering 70 kinds of transparency services (i.e. approvals, permits), and the
transparency system also exists in the operations of 35 committees.
10
Guo Zhendan, 2006, "The Key to E-government is Information Disclosure",
December 14, 2006.
11
Supra note 10; and Li Yuanjiong,2003"Information Technology to Help Boost
City-government Reform", Chinese E-commerce, No. 6, 2003.
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administration. 12
Due to the outstanding performance in the prevention
of corruption, the OPEN system gained significant
appraisals in Korea and abroad.
The Seoul Mayor
introduced the system to the world on the 9th International
Anti-corruption Conference in 1999, arousing great interest
among the participants, and successfully won the chance to
hold the 2003 International Anti-Corruption Conference in
Seoul. Some international organizations, such as
Transparency International, World Bank, and OECD all
regarded OPEN system as an excellent anti-corruption
example of government information transparency. United
Nations also require its member countries to promote the
system, and printed manuals with six different language to
introduce the OPEN system.
Korean Central Government selected the system as an
advanced case for operating public sector in 1999: starting
from the second half of 2000, South Korea's central and
local self-governed agencies also initialize the system in
their operation. 13
1.5.3 United States open-government policy
In January 21, 2009, the first day when Barack Obama
became President of the United States, he signed and
released the "Transparency and Open Government"
memorandum, which proposed three objectives, including
12
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"government policy information transparency", "citizen
participation", and "collaboration between governments and
collaboration between officials and the public", and
developed the "Open Government Directive" within 120
days. 14
President Obama's open government policy is
promoted with the idea of e-government. The 2010 US
budget book identified the vision of United States
e-government is to use information technology to make a
progress within the federal government; among the
statements, "(to reach more transparency, participation and
cooperation of the government through innovative web 2.0
technology" was made the primary objective. 15 President
Obama prioritized Government 2.0 in U.S. e-government
and expected to promote e-government relevant program
through transparency and participation/cooperation: 16
1.5.3.1 Transparency promotion behaviors: Continuously
promote The USASpending.gov to keep the public
aware of government funding usage and plans,
disclose government information for the public via
data.gov, and let the public understand the federal
government’s effort to improve the national
financial status quo via Recovery.gov.
1.5.3.2 For the public participation and collaboration, the
ministries will continue to use web 2.0 technologies
such as social networking, twitter, social bookmarks
14

Wang Xiwen, 2012, "Study of The U.S. Open Government Plan ", China
Economic Net, June 2012.
15
PMO, “Introduction of 2010 E-government Policy Direction”, published in My
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October 2009.
16
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and widgets to promote public opinion exchange
and internal collaboration of organizations within
the government.
Among the websites created to ensure
government
information
transparency,
"Recovery.gov" and "USASpending.gov" are the
best examples for practicing fiscal transparency.
1.5.3.3 Recovery.gov is the website to disclose the use of
federal funds with its source from the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009(ARRA),
on February 17, 2009.
Through the site,
individuals can check whether the fund of economic
stimulus plan was used effectively. The site uses
many graphs to illustrate the usage, along with
several charts explaining the usage in accordance
with different professional fields, regions, national
agencies, and funds application units to describe the
flow of funds in brief. At the same time, there
many relevant sites linkages showing statistics
about the number of job and business opportunities
"Recovery
created by ARRA plans. 17
Accountability and Transparency Board" assigned
by President Obama was in charge of the
management and operation of the website. In the
introductory website video clip, Obama stated "the
scale of this plan requires us to take unprecedented
measures to root out waste, inefficiency and
unnecessary
spending;
important
investing
decisions of the taxpayers' money will be monitored
by the American people."
17
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1.5.3.4 USASpending.gov, as an administrative approach to
enhance the transparency of fund management,
discloses the use of government fund by providing
downloadable statistics records of government
procurement or government’s funding agencies,
enterprise, projects, and even outsourced
contractors’ fund usage and management.18
1.5.3.5 IT Dashboard: U.S. National CIO (Chief
Information Officer) Kundra adopted the approach
of management dashboards, which are widely used
by the private sectors. In the official USA.Spending.
gov website, it launched IT Dashboard, to enhance
the transparency of the IT budget over 70 billion
U.S. dollars every year.
Among the reports
submitted to U.S. OMB (Office of Management and
Budget) from various national agencies, IT
Dashboard keeps the records of 7,000 IT investment
projects and 800 detailed relevant data which are all
considered important; these data are still being
updated through the website monthly. The site’s
features are that users can also browse relevant
commentary about the costs and procedures of each
project.
VA (the Department of Veterans Affairs), with the help
of the site, singled out 45 projects which are already
over-budget or under serious procrastination to take
suspension measures out of approximately 300 IT projects.
For the 45 projects suspended by Kundra claimed that “the
budgets under these projects went over 200 billion U.S.
dollars;” "The procrastinated project was postponed as
18

"America's Open Government Policy Direction", Beijing Sina, 9 February, 2012.
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seriously as 17 months." Thus the IT Dashboard website
had proved itself to be a very useful reference for the
administrative and savings budget. 19
Even if "Recovery.gov" and "USASpending.gov" have
fully displays the effort that the government has put into
information disclosure; however, according to a March
2010 report of the U.S. GAO (Government Accountability
Office), it still noted that OMB didn’t publish outsourcing
contract data; nine agencies delayed announcement of
public messages; the public data on USAspending.gov are
inconsistent with the raw data of the government agencies,
including the message published even by IT Dashboard
itself; thus the facts were all implying the insufficiency of
transparency. 20

1.6 Strategy Proposal for Promoting Administrative
Transparency
1.6.1 Starting from then establishment of administrative
transparency measures related to “providing the public with
direct access to supervision of government policy.”
The Taipei City Hall have been holding the
Administration Transparency Award since 2009, with 81
agencies carrying out 28 outstanding measures out of 101.
The award was taking "providing the public with direct
access to supervision of government policy" as an
important criteria when judging a work, making connection
with the recent trend in industry practices focusing on
"Open Service Flow".
Taking the award-winning
"Building Permits - Review of Transparency Measures" as
example, the building permits review is reviewed and
19
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examined by "Taipei Architects Association."
With
objectives to reduce rejection building permits and to
shorten the procedure of distributing the license, as well as
innovative measures, such as standardized document,
official document parallel procedure, expand visa waiver
program and administrative authorization, the work helped
a lot with distributing of building permits. However, what
really grab the attention of the judges was Taipei City
Construction Management Office’s to taking information
transparency measures to enhance its efficiency, including a
total disclosure of 44 document review criteria and 171
standards for license distribution, and the architect’s
assistance with and participation in actual license
distribution cases that had responded proactively to the
criticism of the clandestine operation.
Currently, applicants can find all operating procedures,
review standards, the progress of the audit, together with
process of each application case, and the cause of rejection
from the instant notification of the state of affairs online, in
order to achieve the goal of "providing the public with
direct access to supervision of government policy."
1.6.2 To combine e-government and the use of modern technology
is the most practical measure.
The Taipei City Hall Building Permits Review system
and the Seoul Municipal Government OPEN system are
both valuable cases to have demonstrated the combination
of e-government with administrative transparency. As for
the Water Resources Agency, the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, they combine satellite telemetry technology and
GIS map data, and they adopt the new measure in the river
regional monitoring. Within a year, Water Resources
16

Agency recorded 1605 locations which are found
problematic, with 105 locations confirmed to be illegal
planting, site preparation, dumping of waste, illegal mining
of sand and gravel. The system is also disclosed to the
police.
If publically placing the monitoring system on
government agencies’ official websites, it would make a
successful example of achieving administrative information
transparency with the help of advanced technology. In
fact, using of 3G (GR satellite telemetry technology, GPS
satellite positioning systems, and GIS) in the public sector
is gradually a common thing in life and is also widely used
in prevention of illegally purchasing land, illegally
constructing or planting crops, spoiling control, as well as
illegal state-owned land seizure, farming deforestation,
dead hog transport control, etc. If all information is
disclosed to the public, it should be the best transparency
measure ever.
1.6.3 Administrative transparency measures need full preparation
for potential risks
Despite the benefit that the government transparency
brings to a nation, it means that policy information and
execution process will encounter more and more
interference, uncertainty, and pressure of accountability for
government agencies. Therefore, unless administrative
transparency does not have rewards and punishments,
government officials would be lacking the incentives to
take the initiative to execute the transparency of measures.
According to the river regional monitoring of Water
Resources Agency, if the monitoring data is presented on
the Internet like a live broadcast, people will know at any
17

time. Yet if the government cannot react in time in
accordance with standard of procedure, it will be blamed
immediately. Thus, the government must first assess
whether it commands necessary resources, and conditions
to properly handle a case at any given time.
1.6.4 Propose a complete set of administrative transparency
promotion program or project
Any promotion plan for a new measure requires a set
of programs or projects; suggestions below are in
accordance with lessons learned from past experiences:
1.6.4.1 Obtain the support of commander-in-chief: Where
the commander-in-chief is, where efforts of
colleagues are. Support of commander-in-chief
support is always a necessary condition for the
success of any initiative.
1.6.4.2 Sufficient training for an efficient teamwork to
reach a consensus: target staff includes managers
at all levels, as well as IT, accounting, and
government ethics officers of all units.
1.6.4.3 Transparent view on administrative operation flow:
joining forces of internal control, audit of
Government Ethics or other administrative audit
behavior to examine whether the existing business
procedure should be made public in accordance
with the law? Are disclosed messages complete
or accurate? Do non-mandatory disclosure matters
have not taken the initiative to open? Are people
easy to obtain and interpret? Will it be helpful for
people to supervise government directly? Etc.
1.6.4.4 Establish administrative transparency measures:
18

propose and carry out specific deeds to achieve the
goal
of
transparency
through
process
re-engineering, e-government, or application of
high technology.
1.6.4.5 Prioritize key business to take action: highly
recommended that agencies make a priority list,
taking resources and the items related to people’s
right in to serious consideration.
1.6.4.6 Establish evaluation indicators of administrative
transparency: Refer to domestic and international
practices, and laws to build up evaluation
indicators to reflect the effectiveness of
government. If necessary, bring out evaluation on a
regular basis to measure and evaluate each
agency’s effort.
1.6.4.7 Create reward system and share experiences: it
shall be a government’s responsibility to keep the
public or any interested party intelligible of how to
use government public information. Once people
have a way to supervise government policies, it’s
easy to build up their trust in the government, and
thus achieve the ultimate goal of promoting
administrative transparency.

19
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Taipei City Building Permits Review of Transparency
Measures
Department of Urban Development, Taipei City Government
Speaker: Ding,Yuqun Commissioner
July 21, 2012
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Fire Department
Civil Aviation
Common
trench
Authority
Common trench
New Construction
Office
Hydraulic
Near the hillside
Near the hillside
Engineering Office

6
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Structure review
from the outside
Road
development

Construction
and
management
laws

Construction and
Management Office
Structured External
Audit Authority
Particular geological
New Engineering
areas
Office
Hydraulic
Engineering Office
Parking reward
Parking reward
Urban Development
Department
Hillside development, hybrid Construction
and built
Management
Division
Sea sand, Radiation houses, Architecture &
Building Center
Earthquake
Construction and
Planning Agency
Performance
design
Bureau of Civil
Performance design
Affairs
Department of
Lands
Sewage System
Office
Geotechnical
Engineering Office
Department of
Environmental
Protection
Taipower

Sewage
Sewagetreatment
treatment
facilities
facilities

Fragmental lands

Special
Specialbuildings
buildings
Existing lanes

Parking
ParkingDeferred
Deferred
Payment
Payment
Fire Safety and Evacuation
review report
Original
Originallegitimate
legitimate
housing
housingininProtected
Protectedareas
areas

7
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jGp
Verycomplicated
complicatedregulations
regulations
Very

Numerous joint review authorities
Numerous joint review authorities

•

Acts dealing with urban
planning and building
regulations, legal
interpretations

•

•

Other relevant laws and
regulations (such as: Fire
Services Act, Utilization and
Transfer of Reserved
Mountainous Land, Soil and
Water Conservation Act, etc.)
and their legal interpretations
Cross-country designers lack
knowledge of the specific
regulations of the city.

•

•

Designers lack knowledge of
Taipei city government
administrative processes.

Inexperienceddesign
design
Inexperienced

Fire Department, Public Works
Department, Department of
Environmental Protection,
Department of Economic
Development, Department of
Transportation, Department of
Rapid Transit System,
Department of Cultural Affairs,
etc.

•

City government internal
authorities: High Speed 
Rail
Authority, Ministry of National
Defense R.O.C.

•

Horizontal links and the order
of the authority review have
not been fully integrated.

Cumbersomereview
reviewprocess
process
Cumbersome

8

24

Lackofofreview
reviewstaff
staff
Lack
•

The reviewer should be
consistent with the review
qualifications of Article 34-1 of
the Building Act.

•

Relevant review authorities’
examiners will have a heavy
exploration responsibility.

•

Updates and implementation
of standards of the
Construction and
Management Act, and relevant
law interpretation has failed to
update quickly.
Construction applicant market
orientation and private rights
disputes.

Insufficientconstruction
constructionand
and
Insufficient
managementinformation
information
management

凡⋾ⷩ㔦⺃惤ⷩ䙣ⰼⰧ

lG
Reducethe
thedecision
decision
Reduce
level processes through
level processes through
administrative
administrative
authorizationand
and
authorization
reducethe
theprocess
processfor
for
reduce
submittingthe
thereport
reportinin
submitting
orderto
toimprove
improve
order
administrativeefficiency
efficiency
administrative

An open and
An open and
transparent review
transparent review
mechanismand
and
mechanism
standardization of
standardization of
documents in order to
documents in order to
establish a
establish a
standardizedreview
review
standardized
mechanism
mechanism

One-stop window
One-stop window
processparallel
parallelto
to
process
integrating the
integrating the
administrative review
administrative review
processesof
ofvarious
various
processes
authoritiesininorder
orderto
to
authorities
enhancethe
theefficiency
efficiency
enhance
of licensing
of licensing

Strengthen
Strengthen
ManagementLaw
Law
Management
seminarand
andvarious
various
seminar
workshopsto
toenhance
enhance
workshops
theconstruction
constructionand
and
the
management and joint
management and joint
reviewerproject
project
reviewer

Introduceprofessional
professional
Introduce
manpowerto
toresolve
resolve
manpower
administrativepersonnel
personnel
administrative
deficienciesdilemma
dilemma
deficiencies

Transfer
Transfer
administrativepower
power
administrative
sectionand
and
section
strengthen
the
strengthen the
supervision of a
supervision of a
variety of measure
variety of measure
mechanisms
mechanisms

Improveperformance
performance
Improve

Process transparency
Process transparency

9

Shorten the schedule
Shorten the schedule

InformationDisclosure
Disclosure
Information
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˜˜ʳ˕̈˼˿˷˼́˺ʳˣ˸̅̀˼̇ʳ˔̆̆˼̆̇˴́˶˸ʳ˥˸̉˼˸̊
ԦBuilding Permit Assistance Review Process

ԦComparison of Enacted Articles in Japan Building
Permit issuing System

ԦComparison of Building Permits issuing Systems
in Taiwan and Japan

ԦPromote the implementation of assistance review
ԦConstitution of review mechanism
ԦImplementation effectiveness of the
review mechanism
10

25
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Administrative Transparency

iGwGhGyGw
Constructionreview
review
Construction

Administrativereview
review
Administrative
Before assistance
review

During assistance
review

ProfessionalCertification
Certification
Professional

After assistance
review
Association

Construction Management Office

AdministrativeAcceptance
Acceptance
Administrative

Technicalrandom
randomCheck
Check
Technical

Construction
Management Office

IssueaaPermit
Permit
Issue

凡⋾ⷩ㔦⺃惤ⷩ䙣ⰼⰧ

11

jGGlGhGGqGiGwG
pGz G
Before
revising

Amended
Law
Completion of the building,
construction plans

Completion of the
building, construction
plans

Notice of Identified
Discomfort Law

Building certification
(Building permits)

Government building
principals

Government building
principals

Civil confirmation and
inspection agencies

Construction starts

Construction starts

Construction starts

Government building
principals

Civil confirmation and
inspection agencies

Government building
principals

Government building
principals

Civil confirmation and
inspection agencies

Building use

Building use

Building use

Intermediate checks
(Construction
inspection)

Completion check
(Completion inquest)

Report

Report

Administrative
authorities

Report
Notice of
Identified
Discomfort Law

SourceΚ
πConstruction Knowledge, November 1998 ρ
12

26
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Discomfort
law

jGGiGwGpGz GG{G
Gq
Constructionpermit
permit
Construction
Article24
24and
and25
25ofofthe
theBuilding
BuildingAct
Act
Article

Building permits

Building
BuildingConfirmation
Confirmation
Paragraph
Paragraph1,1,Article
Article6,6,
Japan
JapanBuilding
BuildingStandard
StandardLaw
Law

Article34
34ofofthe
theBuilding
BuildingAct
Act
Article

Legal basis review of
personnel qualifications

Article
Article44ofofthe
theJapan
JapanBuilding
BuildingStandard
StandardLaw
Law

Non-publicuse:
use:shall
shallfinish
finishexamination
examination
Non-public
within10
10days
days
within
Forpublic
publicuse:
use:may
maybe
beprolonged
prolonged
For
uptoto30
30days
days
up
Article33
33ofofthe
theBuilding
BuildingAct
Act
Article

Review period

Building
Buildingunder
underSub-paragraphs
Sub-paragraphs1-3,
1-3,Article
Article1Ǻ7
1Ǻ7days
days
Building
Buildingunder
underSub-paragraph
Sub-paragraph4,4,Article
Article1Ǻ21
1Ǻ21days
days
Paragraph
Paragraph3,3,Article
Article6,6,
Japan
JapanBuilding
BuildingStandard
StandardLaw
Law

NoticetotoCorrect
Correct
Notice
Article35
35ofofthe
theBuilding
BuildingAct
Act
Article

Notice to Correct

Interruption
Interruptionnotification
notification
Paragraph
Paragraph1,1,Article
Article6,6,Japan
JapanBuilding
BuildingStandard
StandardLaw
Law

Constructioninspection
inspection
Construction
Article56
56ofofthe
theBuilding
BuildingAct
Act
Article

Construction inspection

Completioninspection
inspection
Completion
Article70
70ofofthe
theBuilding
BuildingAct
Act
Article

Completion inspection

Article
Article7of
7ofthe
theJapan
JapanBuilding
BuildingStandard
StandardLaw
Law

Private review system

Articles
Articles77-18
77-18toto77-35,
77-35,Japanese
JapaneseBuilding
BuildingStandard
StandardLaw
Law
Private
PrivateConfirmation
ConfirmationReview
ReviewOrganization
Organization

Interruption
InterruptionNotification
Notification
Article
Article7-3,
7-3,7-4
7-4ofofthe
theJapan
JapanBuilding
BuildingStandard
StandardLaw
Law

NN//AA
Commissionedtotothe
theTaipei
TaipeiCity
CityArchitects
Architects
Commissioned
Association for
forassistance
assistanceininthe
thereview
review
Association
byProcurement
ProcurementLaw
Law
by

13
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Administrative Transparency

wGG
G
GG

15
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jGGGG
1. Assistance review staff are
dispatched randomly

Assistance review architects are dispatched randomly for registered
recipients and the review stage; dispatch notification processes are
confidential without prior announcement.

Each assistance review progress is disclosed to the public on the Internet.
2. Assistance review progress

3. Procurement

The Office handles administrative acceptance in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the Government Procurement Law and notifies
the acceptance results to the Association, the proprietor and the designing
architect.
The building permit assistance review random checks are handled by
the Building permit random checks proportion of the Ministry of the Interior.

4. Random checks mechanism

5. Elimination mechanism

Where disciplinary is documented by the Disciplinary Committee and
administrative acceptance for neglect cases more than three times, such a
a person cannot be allowed to act as a co-presiding officer.

16

28
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{GGGGG
G
People impressions
time-average time table Dates
اฒტ࠹ழၴؓ݁อૠ।

Dates
֚ᑇ
˅ˈ˃

˄ˌˌ

˅˃˃

The Association
ֆᄎؓ݁ᙄழၴ
average

˄ˈˈ

processing time
The Department
݁ؓݝءᙄழၴ
average

˄ˈ˃

processing time

ˌˉ

˄˃˃
ˈˋ

ˇˇ

ˈ˃
˃

Architects average
৬ᗰஃؓ݁ᙄழၴ
processing time

ˆ˄

˄ˉ ˄ˆ

ˊ

˅ˌ

Throughout the
٤࿓ؓ݁ᙄழၴ
average
ʻ֚ʼ processing time

˃

˃
March 1, 2008
ˌˊֲ˄ִˆڣ
Before joint
inspection
࠰ᛀאছ

March 1, 2008 - September
ˌˊֲ˄ִˆڣˀˌִˆ˃ֲ
30, 2009 (cocensorship)
ʻ࠰ᛀࠫ৫ʼ

October 1, 2008 - June 30, 2012
ˌˊֲ˄ִ˃˄ڣˀ˄˃˄ֲ˃ˆִˉڣ
(assistance review system)

ʻ࠰ᐉࠫ৫ʼ

ຏǺ:8ԃ21Д2ВଆǴࡌᑐৣᒤံ҅ਔ໔ςٳΕϦᒤਔ໔
Note: Since October 1, 2008, the architects to apply for compensation time have been incorporated into the
Association’s processing time.
17
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hGG G GOP
 Hold large-scale seminars explaining the recent implementation of laws and measures in detail
 Hold large-scale seminars explaining the recent implementation of laws and measures in detail

 Latest news of the measures of the building permit application are published on the
 Latest news of the measures of the building permit application are published on the

Construction
ConstructionManagement
ManagementOffice
Officewebsite
website

18
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Administrative Transparency

hGG G GOP

Setup
upbuilding
buildingpermit
permitassistance
assistance
Set
reviewzone
zoneon
onthe
theConstruction
Construction
review
ManagementOffice
Officewebsite
websitetoto
Management
provideinformation
informationon
onthe
the
provide
progressofofaacase,
case,Sample
Sample
progress
documentapplications,
applications,List
Listofofcocodocument
presidingofficers,
officers,Training
Training
presiding
handouts,
etc.
handouts, etc.

19
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˜˜˜ʳ˦˼̀̃˿˼˹˼˶˴̇˼̂́ʳ̀˸˴̆̈̅˸̆ʳ̇̂ʳ˸́˻˴́˶˸ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˵̈̆˼́˸̆̆ʳ
˸́̉˼̅̂́̀˸́̇

Ԧ World Bank (WB) Doing Business __
Ranked by capitals for appraisal, comparison and ranking of "building permit application"

Ԧˢ́˸ˀ
ˢ́˸ˀ˦̇̂̃ʳ˟˼˶˸́̆˸ʳ˜̆̆̈˼́˺ʳ˖˸́̇˸̅ʳ˹̂̅ʳʻ˙˴˶̇̂̅̌ʳ̊˴̅˸˻̂̈̆˸ʳ˂ʳ̂˹˹˼˶˸ʳ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸ʳ
˦̇̂̃ʳ˟˼˶˸́̆˸ʳ˜̆̆̈˼́˺ʳ˖˸́̇˸̅ʳ˹̂̅ʳʻ˙˴˶̇̂̅̌ʳ̊˴̅˸˻̂̈̆˸ʳ˂ʳ̂˹˹˼˶˸ʳ̆˸̅̉˼˶˸ʳ
˶˴̇˸˺̂̅̌ʼʳ˵̈˼˿˷˼́˺ʳ̊˼̇˻ʳ˹˸̊˸̅ʳ̇˻˴́ʳˈʳ̆̇̂̅˼˸̆ʳ̂̃˸̅˴̇˼́˺ʳ̃̅̂˶˸˷̈̅˸̆ʿʳ
˶˴̇˸˺̂̅̌ʼʳ˵̈˼˿˷˼́˺ʳ̊˼̇˻ʳ˹˸̊˸̅ʳ̇˻˴́ʳˈʳ̆̇̂̅˼˸̆ʳ̂̃˸̅˴̇˼́˺ʳ̃̅̂˶˸˷̈̅˸̆ʿʳ
˼̀̃˿˸̀˸́̇˴̇˼̂́ʳ̂˹ʳ̇˻˸ʳ˸˹˹˸˶̇˼̉˸́˸̆̆

20
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~GiGO~iPGkGi
jGG
Caseof
ofappraisal
appraisal
Case
standardization:
standardization:
SiteArea:
Area:
•• Site
929ф(10,000ft22))
929ф(10,000ft
Applicationarea:
area:
•• Application
1300.6ф(14,000ft22))
1300.6ф(14,000ft
Scaleof
of
•• Scale
One-StopCenter
Center
One-Stop
ForWarehouse
Warehouse
For
Building(under
(under2F,
2F,
Building
w/o basement).
basement).
w/o

Startingaabusiness
business
Starting

Investorprotection
protection
Investor

Applyfor
foraabuilding
buildingpermit
permit
Apply

TaxesPayment
Payment
Taxes

Hiringstaff
staff
Hiring

Cross-bordertrade
trade
Cross-border

Propertyregistration
registration
Property

Implementationof
ofthe
the
Implementation
Enterprise
Enterprise

Obtaincredit
credit
Obtain

Closingaabusiness
business
Closing

Indicators rating items
21
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~GiGO~iPGkGiG
j

Sub-indicators

2011
ranking

2012
ranking

Change
(+ Forward, backward)

Overall ranking

33

25

+8

1.

Starting a business

24

16

+8

2.

Apply for a building
permit

95

87

+8

3.

Obtain Power
(since 2011)

-

3

-

4.

Property registration

31

33

-2

5.

Obtain credit

64

67

-3

6.

Investor protection

74

79

-5

7.

Taxes Payment

88

71

+17

8.

Cross-border trade

21

23

-2

9.

Contract Execution

89

88

+1

10.

Closing a business

10

14

-4

22
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~GiGO~iPGkGiG
h GGGG
WB Doing Business

Application procedures
(Item)

Bid time
(Days)

Taiwan
Ranking

˅˃˃ˌ

˅ˌ

˄ˌˆ

˄˅ˊ

˅˃˄˃

˅ˋ

˄ˇ˅

ˌˊ

˅˃˄˄

˅ˋ

˄ˇ˅

ˌˈ

˅˃˄˅

˅ˈ

˄˅ˈ

ˋˊ

˅˃˄ˆ

˅

ˈˉ

23
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Om GGVGGG PGGG
T GG
vTzGsGpGj

Phase I: 21
days before
construction

Issue building permit

Declare to start

On-site construction, free
declaration inquest

Handle building permit
application, review
and process

Admissibility of the
completion of the
application, review, and
joint inspection

Issue a permit

Registration of property rights,
water containing

Operating flow chart
24
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Phase II: 35
days after
completion

vTzGsGpGjGmG~G
iGwGGO GGVGG
G PGGT GG
w
Innovative
Innovative

Institutionalized
Institutionalized

Integrative
Integrative

Transparent
Transparent

1.Each authority is accompanied by amendments to the implementation of
regulations to simplify administrative procedures.
2. Simplify the steps of bidding for building permits to shorten the review process.
3. Implementation of the principle of separation of administrative and technology to
promote administrative efficiency and improve the quality of building
professionals.

25
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˜˩ʳˣ̅̂̀̂̇˸ʳ˕̈˼˿˷˼́˺ʳˣ˸̅̀˼̇ʳ˔̃̃˿˼˶˴̇˼̂́ʳ˕˜ˠʳ
˖̂̀̃̈̇˸̅
ˀ˴̆̆˼̆̇˸˷ʳ˔̈˷˼̇̆
˖̂̀̃̈̇˸̅ˀ˴̆̆˼̆̇˸˷ʳ˔̈˷˼̇̆
ԦDefinition of BIM
ԦIntroduction to BIM
ԦBIM Review Flow Chart
ԦPromoting the benefits of BIM
ԦPromoting BIM work progress

26
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Administrative Transparency

BIM (Building Information Model) began in the 1980s, parameterizing
building information with the object-oriented (object) method, so that
various people could collaborate in a common framework. Various
professionals can communicate instantly and be fully aware of an
effective program of the stages of the conflict interface in the life cycle
of the building (design / construction / use).
Government

Factory

BIM
MODEL

Owner

Architect

27

pGGi
iptOP

SourceΚ
Dr. Carvin Kam 2012.07.06ዝᝑփ୲
28
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pGGi
iptOP

Source:
Dr. Carvin Kam 2012.07.06
speech

29
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pGGi
iptOP

Source:
Dr. Carvin Kam 2012.07.06
speech

35

pGGi
iptOP

SourceΚ
Dr. Carvin Kam Speech 2012.07.06
ዝᝑփ୲
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pGGi
iptOP
Using BIM models, the early intervention of Agency Permits and relevant
information confirmation can shorten the time for the final building permit.

32
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iptGyGmGj
Existing building permit
censorship

Implementation of BIM building permit
computer-assisted review

Administrativ
e review

Technical
random checks

Administrativ
e review

Technical
random checks

Architects
Association
assistance
review

Architects
certificated
responsibility

Online login

Architects
certificated
responsibility

(Paperless)

Administrative
acceptance

E-Submission

Issue
building
permit

E-PLAN
CHECK

Issue
building
permit

Technical
random checks
Declare to start

Declare to start
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wGGGGipt
Object
Item

Government

Architect
BIM integrated design team
effectively improves
productivity and design

Owner

Operating
procedures

Improve convenience service
quality and implement a joint
single window.

Joint participation in
program decision-making.

Administrative
efficiency

Improve the overall ease of
doing business ranking,
international reputation and
competitiveness.

Reduce repetition of work.

Accurate assessment of
the program

Operating
costs

Synchronized review
collaboration platform.

Reduce wasted time costs.

Reduce errors
Reduce the cost of
investment

Information
Management

Government information
voluntarily disclosed,
information standardized and
illustration information
systematized.

Complete and convenient
information access; avoid
design errors.

Sufficient information
Early decisions

Energy saving
and
environmental
protection

Build a paperless environment
to reach energy saving and
carbon reduction goals in
accordance with the global
trend.

BIM model can enhance
Smart Green Buildings.

The use management of
the life cycle of the
building

quality.

ˆˇ

37
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wGiptGw
Year
Item

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

20162019

Apply feasibility study of BIM computer-assisted audits

Set up a common submittal platform
Collaborative
submittal
platform

Erect messages communication
services platform

Erect project platform
(e-submission)

Develop LOD illustration, drawings and standards

Develop IFC automatic testing standards (e-check)

Establish review of business-related hardware and
software platforms
BIM software operation training of Operations Section

BIM promotion of educational training program in the
industry
Participate in the international BIM organizations
exchange plan

35
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˩ʳ˖̂́˶˿̈̆˼̂́̆

Fairness and justice

Buildingpermit
permitassistance
assistance
Building
reviewsystem
system
review

OneStop
StopCenter
Centerfor
forBuilding
Building
One
Permits
Permits

RegulatoryInformation
Information
Regulatory
ReviewStandardized
Standardized
Review
ProcessTransparency
Transparency
Process

BIMelectronic
electroniclicensing
licensing
BIM

No taking, no greed

No suspicion, no fear

36
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Thank you for your attention.

Bureau of Urban Development, Taipei City Government
http://www.planning.taipei.gov.tw
Taipei City Construction Management Office
http://www.dba.tcg.gov.tw/MP_118021.html
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Administrative Transparency Forum

Taiwan Public Governance Indicators (TPGI):
Measure of Transparency (2009-2011)

Chen Junming
Transparency International Chinese Taipei
Shih Hsin University, Associate Professor,

Department of Public Policy and Management
July 21, 2012

Table 1-1: TPGI Orientations and Definitions
Orientation

Definition

Sub-Orientation
Regulatory control

Degree of the rule of
law

The soundness and effectiveness of the legal system

Justice system
Arsenal law and order

Government efficiency

The ability of the Government to implement policies

Government response

The Government and the people’s degree of satisfaction with
demands

Transparency

Degree of information disclosure

Individual governance project
Overall policy
Individual governance project
Individual governance project
Information Transparency
Political Transparency
Finance Transparency

Prevention of
corruption

Government corruption situation

Corruption Perception
Ethics Infrastructure
Auditing
Budget control

Degree of
Accountability

The extent of the government to assume responsibility

Government Procurement
Code of Conduct
Representative Accountability

Public participation

Degree of public participation in political and social affairs

Political Participation
Freedom of Speech and the Press

41

Table 1-2: Similarities and Differences of International Public
Governance Indicators

Indica
tor
Types

OECD Public Governance
and Management Project

DPADM

World Bank

Degree of Accountability

N/A

Transparency and
accountability methods

N/A

Government efficiency

System governance and
development
Budget and public expenditure
Employment and management of
the public sector
Public finance
Regulatory management and
reforms

Decentralization
Governance systems and
organizations

Centralization and
Localization
Administration and
public service reforms

Government response

N/A

N/A

N/A

Transparency

E-government

Transparency and
accountability methods

N/A

Degree of the rule of law

N/A

N/A

Judicial system

Prevention of corruption

Ethics and corruption of the
public sector

N/A

Anti-corruption

N/A

N/A

N/A

Public participation
Similarities

Differences

In addition to Transparency International and Freedom House’s proposals to specially
found principles, other organizations have proposed government performance assessment
indicators, as well.
Research mainly focuses on the
government's performance

Focuses on the
establishment of
government transparency
and accountability methods

Particularly contains the
degree of the national
rule of law

So-called “Transparency" means that: Citizens can access government policy
and performance information in a simple, low-cost, and proper way.
What these indicators mean by review is degree of policy, elections, government
finance and other project information disclosures of our government and its
political operations. This orientation contains four sub-orientations, including
"Basic Information of Transparency", “Information Transparency", “Political
Transparency" and "Financial Transparency".
"Basic Information of Transparency" involves the legalization of information
disclosure and implementation degree indicators of the rule of law information
disclosure.
Assessment content allows people to give five scores, 100, 75, 50, 25 or 0, in
accordance with the time or cost.
According to Subparagraph 1, Article 7 of the Freedom of Government
Information Law, "Information Transparency" shall be actively made available
to the public on government ministries’ websites and shall judge the
achievements in the implementation of the statutory obligation to disclose.
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Table 2-1: Transparency and Its Reference Index
Sub-orientation of
Transparency

Transparency
Reference indicators (Number of indicators)
Does it have the right to obtain information?
Do people receive a reply within a reasonable time
when they apply for government information?
Are the costs reasonable when people apply for the use
of government information?

Basic Information Regarding the relief program that people apply to
of Transparency when government information is refused, is it
completed within a reasonable time?
Regarding the relief program that people apply to
when government information is refused, is the cost
reasonable?
When people apply for government information and it
is refused, does the government give reasons?

Reference
3
1

1
1

1

Study of
government
transparency
analysis
framework
establishment

1

Table 2-2: Transparency and Its Reference Index
Sub-orientation of
Transparency

Transparency
Reference indicators (Number of indicators)
Laws, Emergency Orders, regulations and
orders that are made in accordance with the Central
Regulatory Standardization
Law, and local autonomous laws and regulations.
The structures, duties, addresses, telephone numbers, fax
numbers, websites
and e-mail addresses of government agencies.

Transparency of
Information

3

3

Documents about administrative guidance.

3

Administrative plans, statistics and research reports.

3

Budgets and audits.

3

The results of petitions and the decisions of administrative
appeals.

3

Documents related to public works and procurements.

3

Subsidies that are paid or accepted.

3

Meeting records of the agencies based on a collegiate system.

3

Departmental Performance Evaluation

3
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Fiscal Transparency : Three orientations and 67 indicators of the "Best
Practices for Budget Transparency" published by the OECD (Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development) are used as a benchmark to
exclude a small number of items involving subjective judgments. Fiscal
Transparency of the Central Government is divided into four orientations,
including "Budget", "Mid-year Report", "Account", and "Other Reports",
as well as 60 indicators.
Political Transparency: The main sources of reference indicators are
summarized by annual statistics and the monitoring report published by
the Control Yuan, and their contents contain the following four main
projects: property declarations by public servants accepted by the Control
Yuan, the query results of property declarations accepted by the Control
Yuan, Internet bulletin situations for political donations handled by the
Control Yuan proposed by the candidate of an election, and those people
that do not avoid conflicts of interest of public servants accepted by the
Control Yuan, which shall be punished case numbers.

Table 2-3: Transparency and Its Reference Index
Sub-orientation of
Transparency

Fiscal Transparency

Transparency
Reference indicators (Number of indicators)

Reference

Budget Transparency

19

Mid-Year Report Transparency

10

Audit Transparency

14

Budget Preliminary Report

4

Financial Monthly Report

6

Pre-election Financial Report

3

Long-range Financial report

4

Transparency
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Table 2-4: Transparency and Its Reference Index
Sub-orientation
of Transparency
Political
Transparency

Transparency
Reference indicators (Number of indicators)

Reference

R.O.C. Control Yuan’s accepted property
declarations by public servants status

6

R.O.C. Control Yuan’s accepted query results of
property declarations

3

Campaign Contribution Statistics

1

Control Yuan’s accepted people that do not
avoid conflicts of interest of public servants and
who shall be punished case numbers

1

A Brief
Report on
the Work
of the
Control
Yuan 2009

The 2011annual subjective assessment results show that, whether
involving civil society or not, most categories are worse than in 2010. In
addition to "Regulatory Control", "Government Response", "Political
Transparency", "Fiscal Transparency", “Representative Accountability,
and "Political Participation ", other orientation scores also dropped.
Take Table 4 for example, the largest decrease is "Judicial System,"
which fell 8.5%. "Degree of Accountability” orientation indicators have
gone completely in reverse; the two indicators "Basic Information of
Transparency" and "Information Transparency" in “Degree of
Transparency" have also decreased. "Basic Information of
Transparency" is actually even 4.3% worse. Furthermore, two suborientation indicators of "Combat Corruption” also lessened about 2%.
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Table 3: Cross-year Subjective Indicator Sub-orientation Score Comparisons (w/o
civil society)
Orientation

Sub-orientation
Regulatory control

A
Degree of the rule of law

Justice system
Arsenal law and order

B
Government efficiency

Individual governance project

C
Government response

Individual governance project

Overall policy

Overall policy
Basic Information of Transparency

D
Transparency

Information Transparency

E
Prevention of corruption

Corruption Perception

Political Transparency
Finance Transparency

Ethics Infrastructure
Auditing
Budget control

F
Degree of Accountability

Government Procurement
Code of Conduct
Representative Accountability

G
Public participation

Political Participation
Freedom of Speech and the Press

2009
5.64
4.88
5.86
6.24
5.77
6.40
6.26
6.48
6.00
5.20
6.11
5.48
6.10
6.40
6.39
6.20
6.30
5.69
5.25
7.19

Average Score
2010
5.65
5.27
6.23
6.40
5.80
6.53
6.34
6.28
6.12
5.50
6.34
5.63
6.43
6.86
6.62
6.41
6.37
5.99
5.72
6.99

2011
5.95
4.91
6.19
6.29
5.56
6.40
6.15
6.27
5.99
5.67
6.36
5.31
6.36
6.41
6.51
6.35
6.25
6.07
5.84
6.96

Table 4: Cross-year Subjective Indicator Sub-orientation Score Comparisons (w/
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Regarding the assessment section w/o civil society (Table 5),
"Transparency" and “Public Participation" scores grew, while other
orientations’ scores decreased, similar to the majority of individual
sub-orientation scores in Table 4.
Regarding the assessment part w/ civil society (Table 6),
"Government's Response" and "Transparency" were the two
orientations results that experienced a slight increase of 2% and 1%,
respectively, while the other five orientation scores decreased.
Among them, the “Government Efficiency“, “Anti-corruption", and
“Accountability level" scores went down by nearly 2%.

In 2011, the four domains expert member assessment results of
academic, industrial, government and civil societies showed a
significant difference compared to the previous year. Overall, the
2010 indicator was 5.91 points while the 2011 indicator decreased to
5.87, a fall of nearly 0.4%. When the evaluation of the civil society
members is not taken into account, a total score of 6.05 points is
found, which decreased 1.4% compared to the 2010 total score w/o
civil society members.
After 2010, "civil society" domain members began to be included
in calculating AHP value; due to a slightly larger proportion of
members of the civil society domain, scoring is somewhat strict, so a
slightly lower score is to be expected. However, even using only the
results of the other three domain experts, it is still a drop of 1.5%
compared to 2009.
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Table 5: Cross-year Subjective Indicator Comparisons (w/o civil society)

Orientation

Average Score
2009

2010

2011

A Degree of the rule of law

5.32

5.56

5.50

B Government efficiency

5.94

6.01

5.82

C Government response

6.34

6.39

6.29

D Transparency

5.89

6.00

6.02

E Prevention of corruption

5.79

6.10

5.95

F Degree of Accountability

6.11

6.45

6.28

G Public participation

6.38

6.46

6.49

Total

5.96

6.14

6.05

Table 6: Cross-year Subjective Indicator Comparisons (w/ civil society)
Orientation

Average Score
2010

2011

A Degree of the rule of law

5.42

5.29

B Government efficiency

5.74

5.63

C Government response

6.10

6.23

D Transparency

5.87

5.93

E Prevention of corruption

5.78

5.69

F Degree of Accountability

6.17

6.07

G Public participation

6.29

6.26

Total

5.91

5.87
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For objective indicators: of the 20 sub-orientations in 2010, the lowest score
(indicator value of 3.60) was Government purchase, a sub-orientation of
Degree of Accountability; the highest score (indicator value of 7.44) was
Overall policy, a sub-orientation of Government response; sub-orientations
less than 5 points were most common in the Degree of Accountability
orientation.
Of the 20 sub-orientations in 2011, the lowest score (indicator value of 3.84)
was Budget Control, a sub-orientation of Degree of Accountability; the highest
score (indicator value of 7.29) continued to be Overall policy, a sub-orientation
of Government response; sub-orientations less than 5 points were still most
common in the Degree of Accountability orientation.
Comparing indicator values between 2010 and 2011, our public governance
had a poorer performance in 2011, in such categories as Legalization degree of
regulatory control, Arsenal law and order; Individual policy as well as Overall
policy in Government response; Information Transparency in Transparency;
Ethics infrastructure in Prevention of corruption; and the Auditing and
Budget control Sub-orientations in Degree of Accountability, etc.

Table 7: Weighted average scores of objective indicator sub-orientation values
Orientation

Sub-orientation
Regulatory control

A
Degree of the rule of law

Justice system
Arsenal law and order

B
Government efficiency

Individual governance project

C
Government response

Individual governance project

Overall policy

Overall policy

D

E
Prevention of corruption

Corruption Perception
Ethics Infrastructure
Auditing
Budget control

F
Degree of Accountability

Government Procurement
Code of Conduct
Representative Accountability

G
Public participation

Political Participation
Freedom of Speech and the Press
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2009
6.00
5.59
5.33
5.40
4.56
5.55
6.13
5.00
5.00
4.55
5.00
4.59
5.87
4.40
4.81
4.71
4.36
5.28
3.94
4.89

Average Score
2010
5.83
5.07
5.73
5.43
4.17
5.35
7.44
5.00
5.75
6.32
4.71
5.46
6.06
4.57
5.00
3.60
3.92
4.41
4.90
5.25

2011
4.78
5.07
5.30
5.79
5.80
4.99
7.29
5.00
5.52
6.49
4.76
5.47
5.42
4.20
3.84
5.62
4.47
4.86
5.64
5.59

Table 8 shows that the 2011 objective of public governance indicator value is
5.42 points, higher than the 5.31 points achieved in 2010 and the 5.13 points in
2009. Seven sub-orientations in the 2011 survey had increasing scores among
the three orientations of Government efficiency, Public participation, and
Degree of Accountability.
Comparing 2010 and 2011 indicator values from 20 sub-orientation views, the
sub-orientations that were worse than previous years were: Regulatory control
and policing public orders, sub-orientations of the degree of the rule of law;
overall policy and individual policy projects in Government response;
Information Transparency, a sub-orientation of Transparency; Ethics
infrastructure in Prevention of corruption; and Auditing and Budget control
in Degree of Accountability, etc.
The Government efficiency indicator in 2011 increased by 1.19 points, which is
the most changed indicator for the past three years.

Table 8: Weighted average scores of objective indicator suborientation values
Orientation

2009

2010

2011

A Degree of the rule of law

5.71

5.46

4.99

B Government efficiency

4.85

4.61

5.80

C Government response

5.79

6.23

5.96

D Transparency

4.89

5.59

5.54

E Prevention of corruption

5.24

5.77

5.45

F Degree of Accountability

4.80

4.30

4.66

G Public participation

4.49

5.10

5.61

Total

5.13

5.31

5.42
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When we analyzed seven issues orientation in 2011, we found that
subjective indicator values are better than objective indicator values, with
differences in the range of 0.02 to 1.62 points while variation was lower than
2 points in 2010. The reason why subjective perception and objective
information were inconsistent was perhaps because the construction of our
government statistical databases has not been able to fully reflect reality; it
may also be related to a more optimistic expert assessment.
If we compare the seven issues orientation total indicator value, the
growth of 3% in 2010 was better than that of 2009. Also, the growth of 3%
in 2011 is better than that of 2010.
This shows that the overall performance of Taiwan’s public governance
continues to progress well.
Furthermore, the weighted average of the total score of the seven issues
orientation in 2011 was 5.88 points, which is clearly higher than 2010’s 5.71
points.

Table 9: Subjective and Objective Indicator Combination (w/o civil
society representatives evaluation)
2009

2010

2011

Orientation
Subjective
Indicator

Objective
Total
Subjective
Indicator Indicator Indicator

Objective
Indicator

Total
Indicator

Subjective
Indicator

Objective
Total
Indicator Indicator

A Degree of the
rule of law

5.32

5.71

5.45

5.56

5.46

5.44

5.50

4.99

5.33

B Government
efficiency

5.94

4.85

5.58

6.01

4.61

5.36

5.82

5.80

5.81

C Government
response

6.34

5.79

6.16

6.39

6.23

6.14

6.29

5.96

6.12

D Transparency

5.89

4.89

5.56

6.00

5.59

5.78

6.02

5.54

5.77

E Prevention of
corruption

5.79

5.24

5.61

6.10

5.77

5.78

5.95

5.45

6.07

F Degree of
Accountability

6.11

4.80

5.67

6.45

4.30

5.56

6.28

4.66

5.65

G Public
participation

6.38

4.49

5.75

6.46

5.10

5.90

6.49

5.61

6.51

5.96

5.13

5.68

6.14

5.31

5.71

6.05

5.42

5.88

Orientation Total
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In 2010, civil society representatives were invited for the first time to
provide subjective evaluations of the seven public governances.
As can be seen from Table 10, since the scores given by civil society
representatives are lower, the overall scores of subjective evaluation
also followed the decline. Among these, two orientations, Prevention of
corruption and Degree of Accountability obviously decreased. Also
worth noting is that, since civil society representatives have been
included, the seven issues orientation total indicator values in 2011
decreased 2.4% from those in 2010. (If the aforementioned two
orientations were scored without civil society representatives ratings,
the public governance performance in 2011 would be better than in
2010).

"Information Asymmetry?" Or
“Government Failure?"

Table 10: Subjective and Objective Indicator Combination (w/ civil
society representatives evaluation)
2010
Orientation

2011

Subjective
Indicator

Objective
Indicator

Total Indicator

Subjective
Indicator

Objective
Indicator

Total
Indicator

A Degree of the
rule of law

5.42

5.46

5.53

5.29

4.99

5.19

B Government
efficiency

5.74

4.61

5.54

5.63

5.80

5.68

C Government
response

6.10

6.23

6.34

6.23

5.96

6.14

D Transparency

5.87

5.59

5.86

5.93

5.54

5.80

E Prevention of
corruption

5.79

5.77

5.99

5.69

5.45

5.61

F Degree of
Accountability

6.17

4.30

5.73

6.07

4.66

5.60

G Public
participation

6.29

5.10

6.01

6.26

5.61

6.05

Orientation Total

5.91

5.31

5.86

5.87

5.42

5.72
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